
For some time, and I hope wrongly, i have had the feeling that 

things were being contrived to make it look as though a concerted con
spiracy 

would make a court victory impossible. Things that could end should h
ave been 

done, that presented no problem, were abandoned once it looked this w
ay. Most 

recent example, Washington case. That phone call is responsible for t
he case 

C7
not being decided back in January, that and nothing else. Since then, 

the delay 

has been from New Orleans. With at most another day or so before the 
appeal 

would have been heard end a record thereby made, it was arranged for 
that to 

be moot. WhLle Ism very unhappy about the things Vince has done that
 he 

should net have end has not done that he promised, I do not want him 
to be 

one of the victims or a goat. If and when what he did on the Washingt
on thing 

alone dawns on him, he'll have enough trouble with himself. More, he 
knows 

nothing about the New Orleans case and too-little about the rest. I t
hink the 

0  only reason he was asked to go down after the decision is to in
volve him. There 

is at this point nothing he can do except hold a hand -end get in a p
osition 

to have some of the blame placed on him. 

With another interpretation, it is also bad, for Jim's paranoia 

is comforted by Vince's. If he wants Vince for that purpose, it is no
t a good 

sign. 
r- 

2/21/69 

Dear Gary, 

In our conversation a little before midnight, when you said Vince 

was again going to New Orleans, and at their request, I did not expres
s one 

of my misgivings. Lii is tycling the addition I need to go further in 
the work 

I'mein the middle of, so I tell you. 

In a few hours Hagerty will announce his decision. I think he will 

not direct a verdict. If they want Vince for the defense witnesses, t
hey sure 

have the wrong guy. He has done no work in several years and is wrong
 on one 

of the main ones, Frazier. There is a real oprortunity to do somethin
g with those 

witnesses announced by the defense. i do not expect it, for good sour
ces on 

our side, strong partisans, tell me the court-room work has been inco
mpetent. 

The lawyers know nothing about the Case, really, end do not listen wh
en they 

are told. I did not expect incompetence, that the home-work would not
 have been 

done. However, it makes little difference in the long run, for if Sha
w is 

convicted he will be acquitted on appeal, as I told you in advance, t
here are 

that many technicalities that can cause it. I happen to agree with lia
gerte's 

decision, if not with his remarks. The case would haie been reversed 
had he 

made any other....I wonder if Penn is trying to revalidate Baxley, or
 cook up 

a case against one of us?...Art Kevin asked about the t
hings from Washington. 

Alcock said, "We've got enough headaches as it is. 7e don't know what
 they'll 

send us". Like fake Connally X-rays, when the real ones are published
? Or a 

new "magic bullet" when I have pictures of the old? Or a different ri
fle? For 

what purpose? The paranoia permeatesp...Jim told Jaffe act to tell me
 anything 

about "Farewell" and Lamerre...Bernabei has interest in Malcolm X, bu
t I do 

not know what knowledge. Nice fellow. Enjoyed his visit. He read whil
e I worked, 

most of the time....I've heard'fromN.O. only from the press since th
e trial 

began. I phoned Moo once, to ask that he try and arrange that the Was
hington 

suit not become moot. Le said there was nc chance. That means even wi
thout this 

seizes-upon excuse...One of the witnesses they dumped in the lest min
ute was 

Dago Garner. That is a plus: Except that he is a bid pert of a movie 
Mark mode, 

nobody suffers. ...Fascinating that Finck is the autopsy doctorvthey 
ere calling: 

They know better then to call H or B. /lack is crazy to go....Thanks 
for ailing. 

Sincerely, 



2/15/69 

Dear Gary, 

Relet 2/10, arrived yesterday: may I again remind you that typing on 
both sides of tissue is murder on the eyes? 

Bouldeft: I have difficulty, assaminn we know the essence of whet he 
has said (and I acknowledged some of our information from "our side" comes from 
th,  undrendables), understanding how he could have left delValle out or, if 
he Aidn t know of him, how thorough his knowledge could have been. The info 
on del Valle is now pretty solid. It is a matter of official record, i4torduced 
into court, etc. 

Agreed on Fred-Rase. My recollection is that the picturew shows him 
beefed out a b't. 

In fairness to Burton, once the Jury was empanelled, the situation re: 
film changed in major respects. Chances for mistrial slight, end the benefibts 
of Z beeing seen by the LA press can be excellent. I had two calls from that 
area last night and early this a.m. Even Jerry Cohen wrote in LA Times, presumeebly 
from N.C., efethe drematic impact of the cleerly-visible backward movement. 

Coming with out total destruction of the official fiction in court in D.C. rewtert, 
yesterday, the effect in that area could be signifident. I know there was 
extensive radio treatment there, for I was on the phone to arrange its. We may 
have played it too cool in DC. I did not go around Bud to have a press conference 
on the material, as perhaps I should have, because I accepted his appraisal 
of tte position of the judge and the(his)posaible reaction. However, I 
make this general observation: the LA people daily shows themselves as more 
detached from reality, more the residents of nut country. 

Your studies must be given proper attention. If it means that you will 
miss all or :ert of the summer's work, that is whet is required. Why hot also 
give them a little more attention now, give up a little of the pr stuff for it. 
If you do not, you may face a similar problem in the fall semester. ...I have 
almoet forgotten the "Farewell" stuff, now that the jury is sequestered. I 
think we probably blocked that in tie, but I also li-ve learned worrying is 
e real crippler. It is better to work constructively. 

Reminder for your fine boys: it is Vdsjoly. He is, I think, the real 
Mn represented by Eris as Andre Devereaux. I presume you guessed this. Remem-
ber, it is only my hunch, not established fact. That is what will make pia 
important. If this is true, it would eliminate doubt of the CIA origin of k 
the hiepburn operation. 

I suspect that windfall of stamps was the only why you could get 
that kind of reward from the tightly-burgeted, Copy last letter from him 
enclosed. Names are those of :yen allegedly onde in international investi-
gators, a Bobby operation of former FBI agents, of interest to another. 

your are right on Archives duplication. However, it 
would still be good if we could have a consolidated list of what we have. 
If you do acne this summer and bring your gril friend, maybe we can out 
her to work making up my list for you end 

Check on Worthy. On brain injury, let me see what you have. It 
might fit what i have already written, perhaps as an appekdix. There wee 
no examination of left hemisphere, which Wecht found incredible. I hope 
411 will be up to finishing the typing of what I have this weekend. If so, 
I'll get Xeroxed next week and send you and Paul copies for comment. 
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before Coup D'Etat you are welcome to all of it. We will be out in the field on this 

one. My black colleague hasn't done enough on it due to other pressures  

capable of turning things up at any time. We might even undertake to try to do Wm. 
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but forgot to enclose it. Could you send me a copy so I won't have to bother him? 
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explained it in a million years. It is sometimes a more accurate piece of irre79-76 

the source of the impact that the act;ual damage. Wound on top of head not more con-

sistent with shot from TSBD. That is just plain wrong. 

Take care. I will get back into things in a few days. 


